Aeotec is a leading creator of wireless home technology which complements the smart home. As designers,
developers and manufacturers, we focus our expertise on home automation technology that improves the pleasure
we derive from the home and office spaces in which we spend most of our time, and that also saves energy, protects
the home, and assists the elderly and infirm. Our products and development services enable the interconnectivity of
devices for home, office and hospitality control and automation. In short, we specialize in devices which talk wirelessly.

Product Highlights
The power of simplicity: There’s power in the simplicity of knowing if
your home’s doors and windows are opened or closed. And there’s
power in monitoring them to see when they’re opened or closed, no
matter where in the world you are.

Door / Window Sensor Gen5.

Simple to install: Using either the provided screws or the double
sided tape, you simply need to affix its 2 parts on a door or window
and its frame. From there, pair it with your Z-Wave system. It’s all set
up in moments.

MultiSensor 6.

6 in 1: Amazing things come in smaller packages. MultiSensor 6 offers
6 different sensors, with UV and vibration sensors joining light,
humidity, motion and temperature sensors.
Tamper protection: Now securer, MultiSensor 6 offers tamper
protection, constantly monitoring itself to warn of movements or
attempts to prevent it from securing your home.
Superior wireless: Further and faster, MultiSensor 6’s wireless signals
now reach 50% further, up to 150 metres, and 250% faster.

New lights, no problems: Keep Nano Dimmer compatible and
Lighting Engine up to date; Nano Dimmer’s firmware can be updated
wirelessly.

Nano Dimmer

250% faster: Your lighting should be quick and responsive. Nano
Dimmer responds in milliseconds, changing your lights 250% quicker
than past generations.
Gen5: The best Z-Wave. Nano Dimmer is built upon Aeotec’s leading
Gen5 technology and is powered by the latest version of Z-Wave — ZWave Plus.
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Best security: For any motor that controls access points, such as
gates and security shutters, Z-Wave S2 is crucial. S2 enhances Nano
Shutter with next-generation anti-hacking features including AES-128
bit encryption and ECDH key exchange.

Nano Shutter

Z-Wave Plus: Complementing its best-in-class security is Nano
Shutter’s Z-Wave Plus. The latest version of Z-Wave, it allows Nano
Shutter to control connected accessories with a 250% faster response
time and a 67% greater wireless range that’s up 150 metres / 492 feet
wide.
60% smaller: Crafted to be simple to install, Nano Switch has also
been crafted to be easier to install. At only 1.7” x 0.8”, it’s 60% smaller
than Micro Motor Controller meaning that it’s even easier to install in
behind motor switches.

Nano Switch

Powerful control: Designed to control sockets, switches and nondimming lights powerfully. Nano Switch can control up to 15 amps of
power while Dual Nano Switch can control up to 10 amps.
Safely small: Designed to fit behind a wall switch without
compromising on safety, Nano Switch measures a slender 4.2cm x
4cm x 2.5cm (1.65” x 1.6” x 0.98”) while Dual Nano Switch offers twice
the control at only 4.4cm x 4cm x 2.5cm.
See your spend: It powers automation and scheduling, and it also
monitors energy monitor. Nano Switch comes in an edition infused
with Aeotec’s super-accurate energy metering technology which
records electricity use with 99% accuracy.

Safe switch: The home isn’t just where the heart is, it’s where your
family should be safest. In the regions where electrical standards
allow, Smart Switch 6 prevents objects from being inserted into it via
its inbuilt socket protection.

Smart Switch 6

Powerful switch: Smart Switch 6 can power devices that draw up to
15 amps of power. But safety comes first, so a different Smart Switch
6 has been engineered for every country it’s available in, ensuring that
it’s never overpowered and never unsafe.
Plug and play: Anyone can install Smart Switch 6. Plug it into a wall
outlet and press the action button on the front. Everything else is
handled by your Z-Wave hub.

More products available on https://aeotec.com/
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